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Lolly Parker Eggers is clearly Irving Weber's biggest fan, for who else could muster the stamina needed to research the minutiae contained in her biography of Iowa City's beloved official historian? Covering everything from Weber's 1839 genealogical roots in rural Johnson County to his boyhood neighborhood gang, his successful business career, and, finally, his retirement years spent writing local history, Eggers documents Weber's long life (1900-1997) with organizational skill and clear prose. While placing her subject within a strong community history, little broader context emerges to understand Weber within the larger patterns of the twentieth century, although he experienced most of it. Some historical generalizations are overstated, and the book lacks footnotes, but Eggers includes paragraphs of specific chapter sources for those wanting more detail. An extensive bibliography and useful index promise user-friendliness for researchers.
This book is really a nostalgic social history of a small midwestern city, wrapped around the biography of a prolific local historian. As the former, it recalls Lewis Atherton's Main Street on the Middle Border (1954) and largely repeats work already in general circulation. It is also a case study of a local historian, in which Irving Weber emerges as one of the last of his type-the well-mannered gentleman historian raised by Victorian parents. Weber epitomizes a segment of civil society and a manner of behaving unfamiliar to many today. Modest and soft-spoken, Weber did an immense service to his hometown. With the help of this biography, he will forever be a fixed part of this community's memory.
